Periprosthetic fractures: concepts of biomechanical in vitro investigations.
Experimental in vitro studies investigating periprosthetic fractures after joint replacement are used increasingly. The purpose of this review was to deliver a condensed survey of studies in order to provide researchers with an overview of relevant scientific results and their clinical relevance. A literature search was conducted to obtain all available papers dealing with periprosthetic fractures, with particular attention being paid to articles with an experimental research design. Study goals, scientific methods and results, their interpretation and clinical relevance were assessed and compared. The main focus was on comparability with clinical fracture patterns and physiological joint loads. Excluding duplicates, 24 studies with regard to artificial hip, knee and shoulder joints were found dating back to August 2000. Almost all studies were performed quasi-statically and without consideration of muscle forces and thus reflect selected loading conditions and no dynamic situation during activities of daily living (ADL). Various experimental protocols were used, differing in the choice of experimental material, implant and fixation system and load application. In vitro studies regarding periprosthetic fracture research allow controlling for disturbances, such as clinically occurring risk factors like reduced bone mineral density (BMD) or greater patient age. Notwithstanding, due to methodological differences, comparisons between studies were possible to a limited degree only. For this reason, and because of quasi-static loading typically applied, results can only be partially applied to clinical practice.